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The Bible says that many claim unfailing love toward God, but who can find a faithful man?
Fortunately, those who truly serve God according to the power associated with being created
in His Image will possess the unmistakable traits associated with the symbol of that Image.
Today we will review the characteristics of IMAGE’s symbol.
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Luke 22:39-42,
Mark 8:34-38

I. Individual Personality
Obedient Image bearers are symbols of self
not self indulgence.

,

M. Moral Mirror
True Image bearers symbolize
toward their enemies.

A. Authority to Rule
Humble Image bearers become a symbol of God’s
and blessing.

G. God’s Friend

, not hate

Obedient Image bearers are symbols of self
not self indulgence.

Luke 23:32-34,
Luke 6:43,
Romans 12:17

Luke 23:38,
Philipians 2:5-8,
1 Samuel 2:30

Luke 22:19-20,
Romans 1:17

Trusting Image bearers symbolize a life based on
in the new covenant.

E. Eternal Spirit
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Luke 23:39-43

E. Eternal Spirit

Luke 23:39-43

Victorious Image bearers are a symbol of the
given to them by the cross.
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Homework: Identify one area of your life that operates contrary to the cross. Decide what you will
do this week to conform it to more accurately reflect the message of the cross.
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Purchase a CD of this message and previous messages in the Rockpile or online at www.rockpilestore.com.
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To continue studying this message, download the Small Group Questions at www.therocksandiego.org.
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